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● If you need a Mezzanine, call the experts at 

Next Level. We can custom build you a 

BRAND NEW, high-quality Mezzanine at an 

excellent price. Our Mezzanines are fabricated 

in our Florida facility, and quick-shipped any-

where. 

●We build our mezzanines from multi-gauged 

roll form or structural steel. The mezzanine 

decking or flooring will vary by application 

but is generally composed of b-deck underlay 

and wood product finished floor or a heavy-

duty steel, aluminum or bar grating. 

● You can have any shape or size, offices or 

additional pallet racking underneath… Almost 

anything your client wants is possible. 

●We build and ship more mezzanines than 

any other product, making Next Level one of 

the most sought-after mezzanine suppliers. 

●Next Level isn't shy about special applica-

tions. 

● From Indoor to Outdoor, Multi-Level and 

more, we can handle it. 

● Glass Floor? Glass handrails? Concrete Deck? 

We've got it covered! TEL: 800-230-8846 

Mezzanines and  

Work platforms 

About our Mezzanines and 

Work Platforms 
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New for less, right the 

first time, built to your 

specific needs. 



We combine high-quality, engineered products 

with world-class talent, while offering a suite of 

services that get you exactly what you want. For 

Dealers, this means you can get it engineered, 

permitted, fabricated, shipped, and installed 

through one company. Let us be the experts you 

need to provide fast and accurate proposals. 

Besides offering the highest quality products preci-

sion engineered and fabricated to specifications, 

we understand the relationship between material 

handling needs, efficiency, and profitability. 

Our Work Platforms and Mezzanines are strictly 

designed specific to the application to prevent 

swaying and remaining structurally sound without 

additional supports. 

Roll formed steel and Structural steel applications 

are available. This is dependent on the specific 

application, PSF, and spans from column to col-

umn. 

Lastly, we’re all about being here both today and 

tomorrow to service our clients. We’d rather tell 

you the truth, even if it means not getting the 

sale. Our company strives to be the highest quali-

ty, not cheapest.   

 

Seismic Engineering and Prelim 

No matter where the facility is located, there’s 

a localized seismic profile that could affect how 

your client's material handling and storage 

plans are developed and built. In general 

terms, the bigger, heavier, and higher they go, 

the more this will matter.   

We have an entire page devoted to Seismic 

Engineering. Whether you need a full-on, in-

person inspection or a preliminary (called a 

Seismic Prelim), contact us, and we’ll do the 

rest.   

Permitting 

There are plenty of instances where local codes 

do not account for structural engineering is-

sues, and it’s up to the company to know 

what’s permitted and what isn’t. Mistakes can 

mean costly delays that take weeks or even 

months. 

That’s where we come in. We can handle your 

permitting needs, both local and national, and 

make sure every “i” is dotted and “t” crossed.     

Inspection Services 

 

We can handle on-site inspections of your cli-

ent's material handling equipment and facility. 

Whether they are OSHA-mandated inspec-

tions, an inspection prior to a purchase or 

sale, or for any other reason, we’re can be on 

it. 

The inspections can run the gamut of all ma-

terial handling components, as well as the 

facility itself (seismic, etc.) Inspections can also 

include conveyors, racking, mezzanines, fork-

lifts and other machinery, and anything else 

related should you need us.      
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